Love Begins with Me

I rise up each day like the sun,
Shining my light of love,
Making everyone I meet happy;
By the wonderful things I do,
The motivated words I speak,
And the seed of love I sowed in their hearts,
Which they cultivate with love
To keep our friendship evergreen.

As stars don’t struggle to shine,
My love will not struggle to affect every one,
So I chose the way to make someone smile,
To make out somebody out of nobody,
Cause;
Knowing that you are loved is the beginning of a new dawn
In the light of truth,
That Love covers all dangers,
It knows no wrong,
It attracts peace that supercedes all human comprehensions;
It also has the power to build up global union.
Let love begin with you
As it has began with me
And the world will experience no more wars,
But a peaceful atmosphere flowing with unconditional love.
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